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REVISION: - A MODE OF EXECUTION OF RIGHTS
By SOHOM NANDI

ABSTRACT
In this article, I will be throwing light on what revision implies in the legal scenario and what are
its objectives and grounds. I will be discussing the provisions relating to revision in both criminal
and civil aspects with the help of relevant case laws. I will also be discussing in brief the
comparison between review, revision, and appeal as these terms are very much similar but differ
in their legal implications.

INTRODUCTION
The review can be characterized as the demonstration of looking at again to evacuate any
deformity or grant relief against unpredictable or ill-advised exercise or non-exercise of
jurisdiction by a lower court. Revision resembles re-working and re-composing. Revision
implies the activity of revising, particularly basic or cautious assessment or scrutiny with the end
goal of adjusting or improving.
In Criminal Procedure Code (Cr.P.C.), the provisions identifying with the appeal are contained in
Sections 372 to 394, while provisions identifying with revision are contained in Sections 397 to
405.
In Civil Procedure Code (CPC), the provisions relating to appeal are specified in Sections 96 to
112 of the code, while provisions that are related to revision are mentioned in Section 115.
The purpose behind giving power of revision to casualties of wrongdoing is so an unrivalled
criminal court may employ a kind of administrative purview which verifies that justice is given
out accurately and decently, with no disregard or anomalies of procedures of law, and causing
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pointless weights upon the casualties in question. An impediment to the power of revision would
be that it is optional and should just be practiced by a higher court in extraordinary situations
where there has been an apparent error of law.In the case of Pranab Kumar v. state of W. B .the
Supreme Court held that revisional powers don't make any privilege or right in the litigant,
however just save the power of the High Court to see that justice is done as per the perceived
guidelines of criminal law, and that subordinate criminal courts don't surpass their jurisdiction or
misuse their powers vested in them by the Code Revision is more extensive in sense than an
appeal.
It must be noticed that both Revision and Appeals under the Criminal Procedure Code are review
procedures. This implies the decisions of lower courts are examined and rectified by the Superior
courts in criminal issues. The lower criminal court which has passed the order can review its
order under Section 362 of the Code just to address clerical or arithmetical orders.
Interestingly, however, in the Civil Procedure Code, the courts which pass the order or decree
have, to a huge degree more extensive capacity to review its order as specified in Section 114 of
the Civil Procedure Code. This is unmistakably unique concerning the Criminal Procedure Code
where under Section 362 it says that as otherwise provided by this Code or by any other law
which is in force, for the time being, no court, when it has signed its judgement or final order
disposing of a case, can modify or review the same except to correct a clerical or arithmetical
error.

OBJECTIVE AND GROUNDS FOR REVISION AS PER CPC 1908
OBJECT

The object behind enabling the High Court with revisional purview is to forestall subjective
unlawful or sporadic exercise of jurisdiction by the subordinate court. Under section 115 the
High Court is engaged to watch out for the procedures of subordinate courts that the procedures
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are being led as per the law, under its purview for which it is destined for and in furtherance of
justice as held on account of 1Major S.S Khanna v. Brig. F.J. Dillion.
Be that as it may, the appointed authorities of the subordinate court have the outright purview to
choose a case and in any event, when they have unfairly chosen a case, they don't submit any
"jurisdictional mistake". With the intensity of revision, the High Court can address the
jurisdictional blunder when submitted by the subordinate court. The arrangement of correction
gives a chance to the abused party to get their non-appealable requests redressed.
GROUNDS FOR REVISION
Section 115 of the Code of Civil Procedure Code sets out all the conditions when the High Court
can practice its revisional jurisdiction. They are as follows: 

The case must be decided.



The revisional purview is practiced when no appeal lies for the situation decided by the
subordinate court.



The subordinate court has given judgement or order of such case by:



Exercise of jurisdiction which isn't vested to that court by law., or



It has neglected to practice the vested jurisdiction, or



Illicit exercise of the vested force or with an insignificant anomaly.



The High Court isn't qualified for a shift or switch the order nor decision of the
subordinate court except if such a request is supportive of the gathering who has applied
for revision. Likewise, the revisional jurisdiction isn't to be practiced if in that issue
appeal lies to the High Court.

1
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Thus, by examining section 115 2, we can see that the revision is done mostly on jurisdictional
blunders by the subordinate Court.

REVISION UNDER CRPC
"Revision" has not been characterized in CrPC, notwithstanding, according to Section 397 of
Cr.P.C.3, the High Court or any Sessions Judge have been enabled to call for and inspect the
records of any proceedings fulfill oneself: with regards to the accuracy, lawfulness, or
respectability of any discovering, sentence or request, regardless of whether recorded or passed
and with regards to the consistency of any procedures of a sub-par court.
In addition, they have the forces to coordinate the execution of any sentence or a request to be
suspended. However, to try and direct to discharge the charged on bail or on his own bond if the
denounced is in control. They may even order a request subject to certain limitations. [19] It is
unmistakably apparent that the litigant courts have been allowed such powers in order to deter
any disappointment of equity.
The Honourable Supreme Court of India, with regards to this arrangement, held on account of
Amit Kapoor vs Ramesh Chander and Anr 4[20] that "the revisional jurisdiction can be
summoned where the choices under test are terribly incorrect, there is no consistency with the
arrangements of law, the finding recorded depends on no proof, the material proof is overlooked
or legal watchfulness is practiced self-assertively or unreasonably." a similar Court, further
clarifying this arrangement, held on account of State Of Rajasthan vs Fatehkaran Mehdu[21] that
"the object of this arrangement is to fix a patent deformity or a blunder of jurisdiction or law or
the perversity which has sneaked in the procedure."
The High Court has the ability to take up a correction appeal on its own movement for example
suo moto or on the appeal by an oppressed gathering or some other gathering. The Allahabad
High Court held on account of Faruk @ Gaffar vs State of U.P. [22] that whenever the matter is
2
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brought to the Court and the Court is satisfied that in the realities and conditions of the case, a
case is made out for practicing the revisional powers suo moto, it can in all circumstances do as
such in light of a legitimate concern for justice
There are sure statutory impediments that have been forced on the High Court for practicing its
revisional controls according to Section 401 of CrPC, anyway the main statutory prerequisite to
practice this force is that the records of the procedures are exhibited before it, after which it is
exclusively the circumspection of the Court:
A denounced is to be given due chance to hear him and on request can't be passed except if this
is followed.
In cases where an individual has sent a revisional application accepting that an intrigue didn't lie
in such a case, the High Court needs to regard such application as intrigue in light of a legitimate
concern for equity.
A use of amendment can't be continued with in the event that it hosts been recorded by a gettogether where the gathering could have advanced however didn't put it all on the line.
The High Court, just as the Sessions Court, may call for the record of any procedure of any
inferior criminal Court arranged inside its purview to fulfill itself with regards to the accuracy,
lawfulness or respectability of any discovering, sentence, and so forth. In this way, the Sessions
Judge could look at the inquiry comparable to the insufficiency of the sentence in perspective on
the forces presented on him by Section 397(1) of CrPC. [23]
The contrast between the forces of the High Court and the Sessions Court being that the Sessions
Judge can just exercise revisional powers which he has called for without anyone else, though
the High Court has the ability to take up a revisional matter without anyone else or when it is
brought to its information. The forces of a Sessions Court are equivalent to that of the High
Court while managing revisional cases. The Madras High Court for the situation S.
Balasubramaninan vs The State of Tamil Nadu [24] held that a Sessions Judge can engage an
application in amendment against sentence and review the sentence in specific cases. It has
additionally been recently held by the Hon'ble Supreme Court for the situation Alamgir vs State
of Bihar [25] that "in regard of improvement of sentence in correction the improvement can be
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made just if the Court is fulfilled the sentence forced by the preliminary Court is unduly
permissive, or that in passing the request for sentence, the preliminary court has clearly neglected
to think about the important realities"

BRIEF COMPARISON BETWEEN REVISION, REVIEW, AND APPEAL
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN APPEAL AND REVISION
1) Legal right in Appeal Vs. Revision
The appeal is a constitutional right for a party who is not satisfied with any judgement or order of
the court. Revision on the other hand is the discretion of the court which means that it can either
take place or not.
2) Hearing in the court
The appeal is generally a court hearing like any other whereas revision is not necessarily heard in
the court.
3) Type of court
According to the Civil Procedure Code, an appeal is handled by a superior court to the
subordinate court so it must not always be a high court. A high court can only revise any matter.
4) Power of interference
In appeals, the courts have the power to interfere in any way but in revision, the influence of
intervention is limited and is based on certain conditions.
5) Number of procedures in Appeal Vs. Revision
There is just a single method consolidated in an appeal that is knowing about the case. In
revision, in any case, two techniques are consolidated, preliminary, and final.
6) Continuity
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An appeal is a continuation of the court proceeding on a certain case in the court of law whereas
revision is checking whether the legal actions were followed in the proceedings.
7) Type of examination incorporated in Appeal and Revision
An appeal examines and surveys the question of law and realities of the case while revision
involves evaluation of legitimate activities, jurisdiction and method followed to show up at a
choice or judgment.
8) Time limit
In an appeal, a party is given a certain time limit to have filed an appeal which begins
immediately a final decision or judgement is made by a lower court or subordinate court. In
revision there is no time limit as such, a party can file for it any time though the time must be
reasonable.
9) Filing
For an appeal to be successful the party dissatisfied with the judgement of the subordinate court
must file for the appeal but in the case of revision filing is not a necessary act.
DISTINCTION BETWEEN REVIEW AND REVISION
1. The Review is contained in 5Section 114 and Order 47 of the CPC whereas revision is
contained in Section 115 of the CPC.
2. The Review is given by the court which passed the decree or made the order whereas
revision is executed only by the High Court.
3. The Review can be done only after the passing of the order whereas revision can be done
when the case has been decided.
4. The decree granting a review is appealable whereas the decree granting a revision is not
appealable.

5
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5. The grounds for review are the discovery of new evidence, error on the face of the record,
and any other sufficient reason however the ground for revision is a jurisdictional error
by the lower courts.

CONCLUSION
The forces allowed to the casualties of wrongdoing, that of revision is very significant and
relevant with the goal that reasonable equity and justice might be distributed by the courts. It has
been set up that each person, under article 21 of the Constitution of India has a right to life and
individual freedom. Consequently, this requires fair trial, and since it tends to be with the goal
that a specific decision or judgement might be frail, that the decision might not be right, or
insufficient or even out of line, at that point in such a circumstance, to guarantee that fair trial
might be held and justice might be dispensed to the victims of wrongdoing, provisions for
revision have been accommodated in the Criminal Procedure Code and civil procedure code.
These forces award the unfortunate victims included a reasonable possibility of being heard and
exhibiting their case once more. Moreover, it might happen that a court has given an order or
decree outside its jurisdictional power or outside its jurisdictional expertise. In all such cases, the
legal significance of revision comes into play.
In this way, it has been seen through this undertaking that the provision of revision to victims of
wrongdoing are each of a piece of the plan of reasonable justice and preliminaries, which the
Criminal Procedure Code attempts to give to each injured individual and charged, and are
colossally useful for those wronged injustice by law or casualties of mistaken choices.

